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Abstract. RO-Crates makes it easier to package research digital objects together with their 
metadata so both dependencies and context can be captured. Combined with FAIR good 
practices such as the use of persistent identifiers, inclusion of license, clear object provenance, 
and adherence to community standards, RO-crates provides a way to increase FAIRness in 
science. In this abstract we present the use of RO-Crates, combined with Linked Data best 
practices, as an implementation for lightweight FAIR Digital Objects, and its possible use in 
NFDI consortia. 
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1. Background 

Linked Data (LD) [1] builds upon standards for the Web (e.g., Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP), and Unique Resource Identifier (URIs)) and the Semantic Web (e.g., Resource Data 
Framework (RDF)), making it easier to interconnect resources to each other via meaningful 
links. LD can be seen as a precursor and motivator [2] of the Findable, Accessible, 
Interoperable and Reusable FAIR Principles [3] as it already discuss findability via URIs, 
accessibility using HTTP, interoperability thanks to the use of semantic data, and reusability 
by providing a license. Built on top of FAIR, the FAIR Digital Objects (FDOs) [4] aims at clearly 
separating the metadata from the digital object from its possible materializations with an 
additional operational layer for machines to directly act over the underlying digital object, with 
all these components forming a cohesive unit.  

RO-Crate [5] follows best practices from LD to provide a lightweight approach to package 
digital objects together with their metadata, making it easier for researchers to capture both 
dependencies and context. RO-Crate uses structured metadata in JSON-LD and based on 
Schema.org [6] to define profiles corresponding to different digital objects. RO-Crate profiles 
encourage the use of FAIR best practices such as using Persistent Identifiers, (PIDs), providing 
a license, and linking to related objects. Although the use of LD and RO-Crates does not 
guarantee compliance to FDO specification requirements, their combination together with a 
set of constraints on the metadata [7] would turn RO-crates into FDOs. For instance, by 
requesting the declaration of the type in the metadata, assigning a separate PID to metadata, 
and using HTTP operations in a consistent manner. 

In the rest of this abstract we introduce the use of RO-Crates to implement FDOs (building 
upon [8], discuss some possible uses and benefits in the National Research Data Infrastructure 
(NFDI) in Germany, and present some future work. 
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2. RO-Crates Compliance to FDO Requirements

The FDO Forum has published a set of FDO Requirement Specifications which, in their Version 
1.0, comprise nine generic guidelines and twelve FDO requirements (FDORs) [9]. Here we will 
focus on the FDORs. Assuming an RO-crate as an FDO, we will show how RO-crates can 
fulfill those FDORs.  

Every FDO is assigned a PID (FDOR1). PIDs are commonly assigned by third-parties, for 
instance Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) are governed by the International DOI Foundation 
[10] while the Permanent Identifiers for the Web (w3id) [11] are managed by the community
via Pull Requests to their GitHub repository. PIDs can be assigned to RO-crates to identify the
package as a whole. FDOR2 states that the PID assigned to an FDO resolves to an structured
PID record (being a PID record an FDO, in this case an RO-Crate) following a PID Profile
(defined by the community). RO-crates support the use of profiles which effectively define the
metadata (types and attributes) accompanying the packaged DO. To fulfill FDOR2, such
metadata should include the DO type. Different RO-Crate profiles correspond to different DO
types for which RO-Crates rely on profiles defined by the Bioschemas [12] community (which
include the DO type). Once the FDO Typing System is defined, RO-Crate and Bioschemas will
need to align to those. The PID Record (here the RO-Crate) includes mandatory and optional
FDO attributes and attributes agreed by the community (FDOR3); RO-Crates already follow
community agreed types and attributes. If a bit-sequence is available for an FDO, it has to be
accessible through the FDO (FDOR4). RO-Crates are flexible in this sense, they can contain
the actual DO file, or point to a location where it is hosted. An additional effort may be required
for RO-Crates to check the accessibility of files externally hosted. FDOR5 refers to accessibility
via standard protocols; currently, RO-Crates can be accessed via HTTP.

FDOR6 deals with the availability of Create, Read, Update, Delete (CRUD) operations for 
FDOs. RO-Crates do not directly support operations. This is an area where an extension, e.g., 
a supporting API, would be required. FDOR7 aims at securing the integrity between FDO 
Types and operations, which should be maintained in registries. We see this as a requirement 
external to FDOs and more related to an FDO ecosystem providing such registries. What RO-
Crates would need to do wrt FDOR7 is making sure to keep up-to-date with the pairs type-
operations maintained in such registries. For this, an external agent, e.g., RO-Crate monitor, 
would be needed.  

RO-Crates support packaging metadata so it can be an FDO itself, FDOR8. RO-Crates 
allows metadata of different types, FDOR9, as far as they follow an existing profile. FDOR10, 
metadata schemas are FDOs maintained by communities, needs some additional work as 
Bioschemas specifications are not currently compliant to FDOs. Collections are supported by 
RO-Crates, FDOR11, but their construction is not yet part of the RO-crates. Finally, deletion 
mechanisms, FDOR12, are not yet supported by RO-Crates.    

3. Possible Use and Benefits in NFDI

Being FAIR a cornerstone for NFDI consortia, FDOs would be an enhancement as the 
operational level should improve (semi)automatic interoperability across multiple disciplines 
and sorts of DOs. FDO implementation via RO-Crates provides an already known environment 
as it relies on LD, schema.org and Bioschemas, with some NFDIs already using schema.org 
(e.g., NFDI4DataScience, NFDI4Chem, NFDI4Culture, NFDI4MatWerk). As RO-Crates rely on 
LD, they are also compatible with Knowledge Graphs, a fundamental element in many NFDIs. 
In addition, RO-Crates flexibility, particularly regarding the metadata accompanying the actual 
DO, becomes an advantage for a multidisciplinary environment such as the NFDI consortia. 
RO-Crates can also be combined with authorization and authentication so private data remains 
protected (e.g., by pointing to a protected repository rather than including the data) while its 
metadata is open and public. 
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3. Future work 

RO-Crate is a promising route towards FDOs. Although it does not yet fulfill all the FDORs, 
there is a growing interest in the RO-Crate community in supporting the realization of FDOs 
and benefit of their advantages with some ongoing efforts to that end [8]. 
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